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Top 50 Crepes Recipes Ready In Just 10 Minutes-Deliciously Upgraded Desserts, Breakfast, Even

Fast, Fun Dinners Looking for crepes recipes? Find great tasting dessert recipes like crepes recipes

including French crepes, strawberry crepes, and more crepes recipes and ideas Whether youâ€™re

standing in line at a street vendor in Paris or in front of your stove on a Saturday morning, crepes

feel like an extra-special treat. Of course, itâ€™s often not so much about the delicate, tender

wrapping as it is about what decadent filling you choose to put inside. Do you have a favorite?

Sweet or savory, vegetarian or not, light or filling - crepes are truly the perfect vehicle for just about

any sort of filling you desire. Guess what? Crepes are fantastic. Not only do they provide endless

stuffing possibilities, but theyâ€™re extremely easy to make right at home in your own kitchen. All

you need is a good pan, a dependable clock and lots of butter. The best part? You really canâ€™t

go wrong with the sugary batter. So start scouring these 50 recipes that cover savory, sweet and

everything in between. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... Traditional Sweet Crepe

BatterGluten-free Buckwheat Crepe BatterHoney and Berry Crepes with Whipped

CreamStrawberries and Cream CrepesApple Cinnamon CrepesRoasted Almonds and Poached

Pear Crepes with chocolate hazelnutFall Inspiration Apple Stacked CrepesChocolate and Peanut

Butter CrepesMaple Syrup Cream Crepe CakesVietnamese Seafood and Bean Sprout

CrepeCheesy Chicken and Green Chili CrepesPumpkin Pie CrepesGingerbread Grapefruit

CrepesMuch, much more! Buy your copy today! Try it now, click the "add to cart" button and buy

Risk-Free
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I love crepes and the recipes in this book are delicious and definitely recommended. It contains both

savory and sweet dishes. It teaches the various technique of making and folding crepes. There are

recipes from ham and cheese crepes to roasted Almonds and Poached Pear Crepes with chocolate

hazelnut. Does that not sound delicious? There was even a seafood crepe, which I thought was

pretty good.I always thought crepes were for breakfast. Not true. They can be for any meal!

Such an impressive recipe book! I haven't cooked these yet, but reading the recipe book makes me

really hungry so I'm thinking I will soon. My neighbors usually enjoy being guinea pigs for my new

recipes, and I prefer the savory crepes to the sweet ones, so this should be fun. Worth purchasing

recipe book!

People who self-publish need to ask someone to edit their work!! While some of the recipes in this

book sound good, it contains obvious mistakes that would never appear in a professionally

published book. For example: they forgot to include any mention of cinnamon in the recipe that is

named "Apple Cinnamon Crepes," in describing a variation on the pumpkin pie crepes they suggest

"on Halloween night, add some ". Yeah, that is what the book actually says, "add some [BLANK]".

See what I mean? Most upsetting is the fact that they seem to have forgotten to include a basic

savory crepe batter recipe. They have sweet better, and variations on a basic wheat batter (such as

vegan, gluten free) but no recipe for a basic savory batter. Many recipes mention using an herb

batter, but I think to find that recipe, you will have to consult a book that was actually professionally

published. Don't get me wrong, I am all for people being entrepreneurial...but if you are going to

charge like a professional, how about applying some quality standards (like employing a copy

editor...and proofing your manuscript!!)

This book is really good for those who have always busy schedule. The recipes are delicious and

easy to prepare as well rapidly. The ingredients are also easy to find. The instructions are described

by the author very well that even I can prepare these recipes myself. I am glad to have this book in

my kindle library.

Great base recipes that can be used for many variations on a theme. This is a very good book for

both beginner and advanced cook. It's very practical and quite easy to follow. The recipes for the

different crepes made provide a myriad of ways to serve breakfast, lunch and dinner. People tend to

think of ways to use crepes for dessert and this book gives you a lot of possibilities of serving savory



dishes as well.I would recommend this as a primer and also as a main source of crepe dishes for

casual and more formal occasions.

Iâ€™ve always love the kitchen works especially cooking and baking. I also love to discover new

recipes that I could share with my family. This time, I want to try the crepes which I havenâ€™t done

before. I heard about it but havenâ€™t tried as I was more focused on different main dishes. Iâ€™ve

found this book and I want to give it a try. It has variety of crepe dishes and I think itâ€™s easy to

follow through. I hope I could enjoy every minute of doing the crepe recipes inside. This book is just

amazing.

Nutty Caramel and Coconut Crepes with Banana Slices is a creative recipe. These borderline

decadent crepes combine the smooth consistency of caramel, the velvety softness of sliced

banana, and the chunky texture of nuts and shredded coconut. This makes it a perfect snack that

will leave you completely satisfied afterward. If you want to get yourself trained for quick and

appreciable cooking then going through this book will be a wise thing to do.

I would like to thank the author for all of the ideas shared on this cookbook. I tried most of the

recipes and it is very tasty. I would say that the recipes in this cookbookâ€‹ are so delicious and I

would recommend it to anyone who has a sweet tooth like me and loves sweets. I just can't believe

that there are a lot of recipes I can try and each of it is so mouth watering. It is now one of my

favorite books.
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